SPONSOR A CHILD

Change a child’s
life today when you
become a sponsor!
For some children in Kenya, life can be difficult. Children don’t get enough food to eat, and often go hungry. Parents
can’t afford to pay for uniforms, exam fees and books, so even though education is free many children can’t go to
school. Lots of children have to work to help support their families, and so drop out of school.
All children have hopes and dreams, but poverty and injustice can hold them back. Missing out on an education can
stop them from reaching their potential.
Education can transform a child’s life. We’re working with the local community in Karare and Ngando to identify those
children who will benefit most from being sponsored. Our programme is discreet; providing immediate support, whilst
focusing on critical factors such as developing a better understanding of children’s rights and ensure their voices are
heard, speaking out to protect and provide for their children.
Become a sponsor today and watch a child’s life change for the better as you unlock their potential!

More about our
sponsorship programme

We hope that this communication will help you to build
a relationship with your sponsored child, their family
and wider community and enable you to see what a
difference your support makes.

Do I have to sponsor a particular child?

Sponsoring the school running costs

No; the choice is yours. Some sponsors prefer to
support the school as a whole, but if you would like
to build a relationship with an individual child, we are
happy to arrange this for you.

Some sponsors’ interests are in the school and they
would prefer not to follow one child but would like to
know their funds are supporting the schools general
running costs covering things such as the cook’s salary,
new desks or reading books for example.

What to expect when you sponsor a
named child
Once you have signed up we will send you a picture of
the child you are sponsoring, some information about
them and their family. We will also include information
of how they are getting on at school and a little bit of
information about their local community.
You’ll be able to exchange letters and send photos to
your sponsored child. We commit to you receiving:
•

2 handwritten messages or pictures (depending on
their age) each year

•

A photo so you can see how they are growing and
developing.

•

Their teacher’s annual report

•

An update from school each year

These sponsors receive termly reports about the school
and its achievements.

Can I visit and meet the child I am
supporting?
Visiting your sponsored child is a great way to see for
yourself the difference that sponsorship makes. Amuka
Foundation is happy to facilitate such visits, so you can
experience first-hand the transformation that your
generosity can bring to a community living in poverty.
You could also consider undertaking some voluntary
work at the school.

Where does my sponsorship
money go?
A small donation has huge value in Kenya and you can
be sure that your money, whether you are sponsoring
the whole school or a named child, will go a long way
towards providing a sound education to disadvantaged
children.

How are payments made?
Payments can be paid monthly by Standing Order but,
if you prefer, you can choose to make your payments
quarterly, half yearly or annually. Sponsors’ payments
are collected into Amuka Foundation’s account and
then transferred to the school’s charity account in
Karare at the end of each month.

The donation you give does not go directly to your
sponsored child or family. It goes to the school to pay
for uniform, school lunch, text books, exam fees and
trips. Any surplus balance at the end of the term is
invested into the general running costs of the school.

Can I choose the child I sponsor?

The Sponsorship Scheme is run by a trustee at Amuka
Foundation so there are no administration costs and
100% of the donations, together with Gift Aid, go directly
to the school.

However, you can choose to sponsor a girl or a boy,
from either pre-primary or primary school age. You will
then be sent details of the child with photographs.

How can I be sure my money gets
through to those who need it?
We ensure that we can fully account for all the money
that we receive. We have audited accounts that are
publicly available at any time. As a charity, we are
regulated by the Scottish Charity Register – a legal
body, which oversees all Scottish charities and their
activities. We are a not-for-profit organisation, and
we know that the continued support we receive is
dependent on our efficient use of supporters’ money.
Our Annual Report is available to anyone who
requests it.

Why should I choose Amuka
Foundation?
Children are often the first to feel the impact of poverty.
We help to change a child’s life by working within the
community where they live. We have taken time to
build strong relationships with the local schools and the
community generally.
Sponsoring is a personal way to support deprived
children and there are many organisations that do
this. They all work in different ways and sometimes it
is difficult to know exactly how your donations have
been spent. Many are large organisations and their
overheads are high, so a percentage of your donation
goes towards administration costs.
By sponsoring a child through Amuka Foundation, you
can be sure that 100% of your money, including Gift Aid,
will go directly to the running of the school to provide
that child with a good standard of education. There are
no administration costs as the sponsorship programme
is run by volunteers.
As a sponsor, you will see the difference you are
helping to make. Through the child you sponsor, and
through the community and school updates, you will
learn about a culture very different to your own and
gain an insight into lives of children being educated
in Kenya.

We have responsibilities to protect the children we
support and therefore cannot put their details or
photographs on the internet for sponsors to view.

How do you select the children who will
be sponsored?
We work closely with the school and community
leaders to understand which children will benefit
most from sponsorship. Needs of the family and the
child’s performance and commitment to school are
considered.

What about letter writing, Christmas
and Birthday presents?
Every year, all the children learn to write letters in
English as part of the school curriculum. This is good
practice for the children, and we are delighted to be
able to forward the relevant letters on to each child’s
sponsor. Some sponsors may wish to respond, but
there is no expectation of this. If you would like to write
to your sponsored child, please contact us and we will
explain the appropriate procedure.
Sometimes, sponsors ask whether it is possible to
send birthday or Christmas presents to their child.
Unfortunately, items posted to Kenya can incur customs
taxes and duty which are only applied at the point of
entry into the country. These often exceed the value of
the gift and, as we’re sure you appreciate, are beyond
the means of the families we are supporting.
It is often the case that families cannot afford to
celebrate birthdays, and some children do not know
their exact dates of birth, so it is unusual for a child’s
birthday to be marked in any way. We are very keen
to ensure that all the children are treated the same,
whether or not they have sponsors, and we do not want
to create “haves” and “have nots” i.e. “sponsored” and
“not sponsored” among the children.
Sponsors are very welcome to make an additional
financial donation to celebrate with their sponsored
child/children, but we encourage things that can be
shared with the whole class or school. For example,
a birthday cake is regarded as a great treat, and it is
lovely for the children to share such a special cake with
their classmates. Likewise, half a banana or a piece of
mango goes down very well with all the children! In this
way the children learn to share, and no-one feels
left out.

We understand that if sponsors visit they may wish to
bring their sponsored child a small gift. We strongly
advise that such gifts should not exceed £20 in value.

How many children still require
sponsorship?

Can I sponsor a child with my friends or
work colleagues?

Amuka Foundation works with more than 1,000 children
across the projects it supports, so we are always
looking for new sponsors. Please consider joining our
sponsorship programme – for further details please
contact childsponsorship@amuka-foundation.org

Yes. This is a good way of being involved if you are
unable to commit yourself to the full monthly payments.
We welcome friends, schools, work colleagues or other
groups and we believe that this is a great opportunity to
gain an insight into the lives of children being educated
in Kenya.
If you do decide to sponsor as part of a group, we need
to have one nominated person as the point of contact
to whom we can send all the information and updates.

How long do I continue to be
a sponsor?
To help us see your child’s education through to
conclusion, we hope you can support for a number of
years. However, we appreciate that your circumstances
could change, and you can withdraw your support
at any time. We would, therefore, endeavour to
find another sponsor for the child. Once your child
completes their education, we would hope that you
would continue with your interest in Amuka Foundation,
in other ways if not by further sponsorship.

Can you tell me more about Amuka
Foundation?
Amuka Foundation was set up to change the lives
of young people in Kenya, providing them with
the education and skills they need. We focus on
the prevention and relief of poverty by advancing
education, health and well-being and improving the
long-term conditions within which these young
people live.
We achieve this by equipping young people with
the skills, knowledge and the confidence to achieve
whatever they want regardless of background, tradition,
culture and gender.
We work with children, teenagers, youth, women in the
slums of Ngando in Nairobi and the wider pastoralist
communities across the arid lands of Karare in Marsabit
County.

Will my details be kept confidential?
Yes. Your home and email addresses and telephone
numbers are only known by The Amuka Foundation’s
Sponsorship Programme Coordinator and Finance
Manager. Likewise, sponsors do not have access
to home contact details of the children they are
sponsoring.

If you would like to sponsor a child through Amuka Foundation, please contact us at
childsponsorship@amuka-foundation.org.uk

Amuka Foundation is a registered charity organisation under registration number SC047985 with OSCR the independent regulation and registrar for
Scotland’s Charities as from 07 December 2017.

